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Part 3s: Apertures

It seems to me that more and more advanced amateur as well 
as professional photographers are relying on their cameras’ auto 
features and so as a result, have forgotten or have not bothered 
to learn their photographic basics, basics such as exposure, and so 
I would like to zero in on exposure control with aperture. So why 

are photographers not learning the basics such as exposure any more? 
I believe they are not learning it because it is a little tricky to grasp and 
since we are becoming more and more of a instant gratification society, 
and because our cameras are so good with their intelligent autoexposure 
features, most people just want to jump into taking pictures right away 
without actually learning what it is they're doing. I do realise that you 
can get some decent images with 'point and shoot' photography using 
auto features, but to get truly creative with photography, one needs a 
greater understanding of their craft because the camera’s intelligence 
is a sorry replacement for your intelligence if you want to step beyond 
just recording existing lighting contrast and create something from your 
imagination that is truly wonderful and to do it with precision. When 
we learn new things, unless you implement them immediately and use 
them frequently, you soon forget them – many photographers have had 
basic training where they learn about apertures, shutter speeds, and ISOs 
plus the relationship between these three, but don't truly understand 
what they learned because they don’t implement and practise it. That's 
why good photographic trainers, when teaching the basics, forbid their 
students to use any auto features and often make their students black out 
their image preview LCDs on the back of the cameras and then give many 
assignments that force them to utilise this new knowledge – perhaps 
more photographic dominatrix than teacher is the key here – to integrate 
new knowledge you need to do it over and over again until it is second 
nature, repetition is the key.

To control exposure with our cameras, we have three controls: shutter 
speed, ISO and aperture. Adjusting exposure by shutter speed or ISO 
it is pretty simple to understand: for instance changing shutter speed 
from 1/60th to 1/30th is a one stop increase in brightness and changing 
1/250th to 1/500th is a one stop decrease in brightness. And with ISO, 
changing from 800 to 400 ISO is a one stop increase in brightness and 
changing 100 to 200 ISO is a one stop decrease in brightness. This is easy 
for most to grasp, but photographers often find the concept of apertures 
and how they work harder to comprehend and remember. Apertures are 
harder to understand because each single stop increase or decrease does 
not double or half the last f-stop number, that is because these numbers 
represent area and area is a two dimensional concept so it is always height 
times width and not a measure of a single dimension (not just height or 
not just width). For the f-stop number to double you have to increase 
or decrease the aperture by two stops which increases or decreases the 
volume of light hitting your camera’s imaging sensor by four times or 1/4 
(see Image 001). This is a little confusing if you haven’t a handle on Sir 
Isaac Newton’s Inverse Square Law which I talked about in my last article 
entitled 'Inverse Square' (June/July issue of Professional Imagemaker). 
To compound the confusion, bigger f-stop numbers represent smaller 
holes and smaller f-stop numbers represent bigger holes. In addition to 
this, you need know that they are related but are two different things. 
To avoid confusion always think about the area of the opening of the 
aperture in question, that is to say 'the size of the hole' – if it is bigger 
then more light gets onto the imaging sensor, if it's smaller then less light 
gets onto the imaging sensor. Apertures such as f 2, f 2.8, and f 4 have 
much larger openings than apertures f 11, f 16, and f 22 (see Image 001) 
and so allow more light into the camera. We use these smaller numbered 
apertures with their larger openings to allow more light onto the imaging 
sensor when there is less light in the scene. Conversely, we use the higher 
numbered apertures with their smaller openings to allow less light onto 
the imaging sensor when there is more light in the scene. In other words, 
if the scene meters dark then you need bigger aperture openings to allow 
more light in so as to avoid an underexposed image, and if the scene 
meters bright then you need smaller aperture openings to allow less 
light in so as to avoid an overexposed image. Think of it this way: when 

your meter says 'f 22' it's telling you that there's so much light hitting its 
light measuring sensor that you better use this smaller aperture opening 
to avoid overexposure, and then conversely when your meter says f 2.8 it’s 
telling you that there's so little light hitting its light measuring sensor you 
better use this larger aperture opening to avoid underexposure.

Since bigger aperture openings allow more light on to the imaging sensor 
and smaller aperture openings allow less, then f 8 is a larger opening than 
f 11 and f 8 allows twice as much light to strike the sensor than does f 11. 
Conversely f 11 allows 1/2 as much light to strike the sensor than does f 8. If 
you look at an f 8 aperture next to an f 11 aperture (see Image 001) you will 
notice that the f 8 hole is twice the area of the f 11 hole and conversely the 
f 11 hole is half the area of the f 8 hole. Now compare an f 8 aperture to an f 
16 aperture, the f 16 aperture looks smaller, it is exactly 4 times smaller and 
so it allows 1/4 of the amount of light on to your sensor than does f 8. Now 
let’s try another comparison, compare f 2.8 to f 5.6, the f 2.8 aperture looks 
bigger than the f 5.6 aperture, it is exactly 4 times bigger and so allows 4 
times more light on to your camera’s imaging sensor.

Well that’s pretty much it, so remember that an aperture is nothing more 
than a hole and that its name or designation is a measure of its area. In my 
next article, a continuation of this one, I’ll dig deeper into holes (apertures) 
so as to create an understanding of metering for lighting and lighting ratios. 
And finally, I realise that I dealt with some really basic stuff in the above, 
hopefully you have long since mastered these concepts but if not, please 
know that as basic as this is, it is not necessarily easy to understand straight 
off and so it does take some effort to truly understand these basic concepts, 
so if you find all of the numbers a little overwhelming, read a little, digest it, 
read again then read a little more. You probably won’t get it all in one shot, 
so take your time, put your ego aside and allow yourself the space to learn 
and then practise, practise, practise.

To delve deeper into lighting, check out my free on-line lighting tutorial 
videos at www.montizambert.com (click on “Learn From Dave” and again 
on “!!!!!!!Free Stuff!!!!!!!”); my goal is to post a new one each month or two, 
time and energy willing!

Dave Montizambert lectures internationally on lighting, digital 
photography and Adobe Photoshop. He is also a published author 
having written two books on lighting and digital photography 
(www.montizambert.com) plus numerous magazine articles on 
these topics in North America, Europe, Russia and Asia. Dave also 
creates Lighting and Photoshop tutorial DVDs for www.software-
cinema.com and www.photoshopcafe.com. Dave is available for 
lectures and workshops in your area and can be reached through 
www.montizambert.com. Also check out Dave’s free online lighting 
tutorial videos at www.montizambert.com then click on “Learn From 
Dave” and again on “!!!!!!!Free Stuff!!!!!!!”.
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Between Stop Aperture Values
Whole Stop 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.6 8.0 11.0 16.0 22.0
Third Stop 1.8 2.2 2.5 3.2 3.5 4.5 5 6 7.1 9 10 13 14 18 20
Half Stop 192.4 3.5 4.8 6.7 9.5 13.5

On the modern digital SLR you are able to choose how to shift and 
display the aperture values. For example on the Nikon (D700) system it is 
in the menu as:
Custom Settings Menu
b Metering/exposure
b2 EV Steps for exposure control
Choose 1/3, 1/2 or 1 stop

The values which sequentially appear will then be one of the rows 
shown above.

ED.
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